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MAR 3- 1942

THE STRUCTURAL RELATIONS OF THE NEGAUNEE-ISHP-h4ING
DISTRICT OF THE MARQUETTE IRON RANGE,
LAKE SUPERIOR.

The Marquette Iron Range comprises a territory some thirty
miles long and from on

to six miles wide.

The formation is

much folded with the axes of folding lying east and west
to the axis of the great synclinal basin of Lake

parallel
Superior.

Of this range the Negaunee-Ishpeming district is

the most interesting and important portion.

It

occupies the

greatest width of the range, its structure is the most complex
and its ore deposits so exceedingly variable in mode of occur
rence as to thoroughly illustrate

the structural relations of

the whole range.
An area six miles square located south oe the extended
center line of Sec. 36, T. 48 N., R. 27 W.,

and east of the

extended west section line of Sec. 9, T. 47 N., R. 27 W.,
cludes all
then is

To this

the important mines of the district.

in
area

the scope of the present paper limited.

To one approaching this district

from the west,

it

appears

like a high and abrupt range of hills (See Photo. No. 1).
closer examination shows that this raige of hills
an elevated region of several square miles in

is

extent,

A

really
its

sur-
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face very rough and rugged and its

flanks supported by out

lying, isolated bluffs,

which from the distance appear a part

of the main elevation.

The tops and sides of the bluffs of

this elevated district have been rounded and smoothed by the
severe glacial action to which the region has been subjected
while the valleys and depressions are more or less filled with
glacial detritus, and the more level region bordering the hilt
is covered from one htindred to two hundred feet deep with the
same material.

This great depth of drift greatly hinders

prospecting work and adds to the difficulty of studying its
complicated structure.
in

the area,

A number of small lakes are included

some of them being found in natural rock basins

while the greater number are merely glacial lakes caused by
the deposition of glacial detritus across natural drainage
channels.
The following classification of the rock formation, of the
district correlates the scientific divisions with well known
local terms and distinctions.

While the hard ore and soft

ore formations are the same geologically, the distinction made
between them is I think justified by their dissimilarity and
by their universal rrcognition by the mining industry.

Soft ore

Soft ore jasper.
Soft ore.

formation.
Lower Hu~ronian
or
Iron Bearing formation.
ard ore

Hard ore jasper.
Hard ore.
Recomposed ore, or
Conglomerate.

formation.
Upper Huronian

Quartzite.

or

Chloritic schist.

Overlying formation.

Massive, crystalline= Diorite.
Schistose, decomposed= Soapstone.
Eruptives. Schistose, fierruginous= Paint-rock.
VSne instance=Dolerite (?.
The soft ore is

ferruginous

of the iron bearing

formation.

chert and is

the lower member

The soft ore is

always found

in connection with this ferruginous and usually grades into
it more or less abruptly.

The soft ore is red earthy amor

phous hematite, without magnetic attraction, but more or less
mixed with limonite.
usually

The red hematite after drying at 2124F.

contains 3 per cent to 5 per cent of organic and

volatile matter including corstituent water,

while the very

yellow ochreish ore contains a very much higher percentage of
constituent water.
ore a hard,

There also often ofetus in

steely, blue,

usually close to the foo
iron.

Often it

aphanitic

bodies of soft

crystalline ore,

wall and is

very rich in

which is

metallic

nearly approaches the theoretical limit of

iron percentage in

hematite.

Hard ore jasper owsurs in

connection with the hard ores.

It does, however, in passing away from the hard ore horizon
grade into the ferruginous chert.

Oftentimes the two kinds

are seen on opposite sides of a narrow soapstone dike.

It

is

evidently an altered ferruginous chert.
Hard ore is

hard,

crystalline,

blue,

usually with more or

less menetic attraction, and when dried at 212°F. is practi
The hard ores may be diviled into six

cally free from water.

classes an account of inherent structural differences and such
a division will also aid i
classes of ore deposits.
1st.

the consideration of the different
The classes are as follows:

An impure ore containing small particles of quartz,

jasper,

or other foreign material in

This is

plainly a conglomerate and never becomes a high grade

ore,

but in

the other direction

a matrix of good ore.

grades in

the quartzite con

glomerate of the upper formation.
2nd.

*Gray Ore."

It

is

socalled by the miners from its

peculiar grayish mottled appearance when broken.
regular,

metallic lustered portions of ore are imbedded in

dull lusterless,
partialW

usually

fram-ental ih

evidence of stratification.
class*

Bright ir

fine-grained ore.

This ore is

also

character and generally has some
It

will often grade into the next

3rd.

Green Ore**

The elastic origin of this

apparent from tts structure in
by its

ore is

the hand specimen but is

shovn

At times

inclusion of greenish chloritic material.

this ore is

not

at

quite pure with only a slight greenish tint,

other times it

grades,

through increase of the chloritic
schist of the Upper Hu

material into a ferruginous chloritic
ronian formation.
4th.

The name describes the appearance of the ore.

aAy the greater portion of it

is

the form of individual granules.

Usu

too fine-grained to detect
When coarse grained, however,

the individual particles are seen to be of more or less perfet
octahedral form resembling the structure of magnetite/

Indeed

this granular ore when crushed to pass an 80 or 100 mesh
sieve will usually show magnetic attraction and occasionally
can be entirely lifted

by the magnet.

5th. 'Slate Ore.' is socalled from its ready cleavage and
the smooth slate-like
is

appearance of the cleavage faces.

usually cross-Jointed and when broken in

the mine has

precisely the appearance shown by photog-aph No.
not ore but shows the structure perfectly.

It

8 which is

Slate ore and

granular ore are found together and more or less intermingled.
The cleavage planes and broken edges of nearly all

slate ore

710 ,

7,-.
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show small

indistinct crystalline

octahedrons.

Sometimes the whole cleavage face is thickly

dotted with these little
6th.

foms resembling magnetite

'Micaceous

crystals.

Ore,.

The beautiful scaly,

of the Champion and Republic mines is
triet under consideration.
to it

is

found in

glistening ore

not found in

the dis

Occas onallu a sliprbt resemblance

some of the slate ores.

The Uppor Huronian or overlying Formation.--The typical
rock of this
ed quartzite.

formation in
It

is

chloritic schist in

district

is

a vitreous indurat

however intimately intermingled with a
such a manner as to leave no doubt as the

same origin of both.
pure and

this

Sometimes this chloritic schist is so

free from quartz as to be distinguished with diffi

culty from some of the eruptive
The basal member of this
conglomerate.

soapstones of the district.

overlying formation is

In places it

is

everywhere a

almost entirely a quartzitic

conglomerate of larger quartz pebbles in

a matrix of the same.

Close to the richer portions of the iron formation however its
character is

dtfferent.

Pebbles of jasper,

quartz and ore

are foudd in an ore matrix, and the conglomerate grades into
one of the classes of fragmental ore previously described.
The Eruptives.--The

eruptive rocks of the region are mass-

ive crystalline diorite.

In places this crystalline rock has

been rendered schistose by squeezing and been altered by
leeching and is

then called soaprock.

The miners ordinarily

make no distinction between this rock

ad the elastic

ic

The term is

schist of the overlying

formation.

usually somewhat indefinite.
impregnated with ironnore it

therefore

When this soapstone has been
is

known as paint rock and often

carries 20 percent to 40 per cent of metallic
There is

chlorit

at least one dike in

iron.

the region, though it does

not appear on surface, which As dissimilar to the diorite.
occurrence however is
eruptives and it
As to the age,

precisely similar to that of the other

will not be separately considered.
these eruptives are subsequent to the fold

ing of the formation.

The dikes being in general vertical

though local variations are encountered

(See

dike at the left of photograph No. 7).

The large masses of

small vertical

diorite also when no longer apparent above surface seem to
split

up into series of vertical dikes extending to consider

able distances.
Folding of the Fonnation.--The central,
the most prominent feature of the district
tioned is

elevated region,
as previously men

really an eruptive upheaval of massive crystalline

It

diorite.

Although the folding of the formation was undoubted

ly prior to the upheaval of this

diorite,

the intrusive ma

penetrating the axes of the folds and other weak spots

terial

has greatly emphasized and otherwise modified the folds.
its

On

eastern and southern sides this upheaval has broken di

rectly across the formation and has here its

g-eatest

eleva

tion sloping quite abruptly to the east, more gently to the
westward.

On the western side the diorite has penetrated the

iron formation irregularly, occupying usually axes of folds
but in

places cutting through a monocline.

The result is

portions of the iron formation are included in
high diorite bluffs.

that

basins between

Moreover the eruption has to a certain

extent elevated the adjacent formation so as to give a general
westward pitch to all

of the folds.

tour maps and sections ct

the

An inspection of the con

folds shows at once this

rela

tion of the diorite to the folds and the prominent part the
diorite takes in

the structure at

the region.

This central

upheaval of diorite might be called the bakcbone and taken
with the outlying bluffs and the connecting system of dikes
may appropriately be considered the skeleton of the structure
of this great ore-producing region.
Pictures Nos. 2, 3 and 4 illustrate the occirrence of the
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diorite on the western side of the grest
elevations in
ture No.

upheaval,

The two

the center and the bluff on the fight of pic

2 occupy the axes of anticlinal folds with a syncli

nal between them,

while the bluff at the left

cline dipping to the south.

cuts a mono

The foregvound and the sides of

the picture are integral portions of the central mass while
the further central bluff is
tion is

apparently detached.

only apparent however,

foreground and the three

The cenral

Its

elevation in

small islands at the left

the large bluff of the illustrations.
ridge itnder the lake is

occupying

extends underground throughout

the length of the lake and develops at its

this

the

of picture

No. 4 are portions of the same diorite ridge which,
the axis of an anti clinal fold,

isola

western end into

The diminished size of

due to the great development of

the bluffs north and south of the lake which subjected the
folds of the formation under the lake
lateral

pressure that it

to surh

a tremendous

was impossible for the middle dike

to further penetrate the axis of the fold.

At the western

end of the lake however the north and south bluffs suddenly
diminished ih
allowed

size and the relief

of the lateral

pressure

the expansion of the dike into the great apparently

detached diorite bluff.

The synclinal
sidered is

to the north of the diorite ridge just con

Besides being the sharpest
synelinal is

The innediate

this

exploited

a view of its

eastern

the iron forma

front of the dark line across the

The synclina4 fold of the iron formation rests

where upon the diorite

evry

and conforms closely to the form of the

diorite valley as seen in
a *iew

3 is

all diorite,

f~reground is
in

5 and 7.

fold of the whole district,

Picture No.

tion beginning a little
water.

3,

fortunately the one most thoroug lt

by mining operations.
end.

by pictures Nos.

further illustrated

the foreground.

taken from about a mile west,

Picture No.

6 is

looking eastward toward

the point which Nos. 2 and 3 were taken.

The distant eleva

tion is the central upheaval of diorite with the iron forma
tion lying in

a basin between its

number of shafts in
as an ore producer.
taken the fold is
left

projecting bluffs.

The

view indicate the importance of this
At this point

fold

from which the view was

very close and sharp.

The great bluff at th

kas diminished to a narrow dike which has in

the immne

diate foreground cut diagonally across the fold to unite with
the detached diorite bluff previously Jescribed.
of the fold so far considered is

The porticn

entirely of the soft ore

formation, no hard ore formation or overlying formation being

f
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found in
chanre in

narrow dike just

But this

it.

mentio*ed marks a
no soft

West of it

the character of the formation.

found while both the hard ore formation and

ore formation is

the Upper Huronian are present.

5 shows the

Picture No.

severe folding of the formation and the contact between the
upper formation and the iron formation/

A short distance
shaped

furth er west the fold becomes a slightly reversed
being followed by mining operations,

still

fold and is

half

a mile further west.
That this

sharpest fold of the region should contain the
and be situated in

amount of (re

largest

of the district seems like poetic

center, north and south,
justice.

It

is

very nearly the case however.

tion of the district

it

in

No other por

can begin to canpare with it

amount of ore already
far is

the geographical

produced or still

in

in

sight.

the
Indeed so

this respect that no probable future

the lead in

discoveries will eclipse.
To the south of this

fold occurs certainly one wide gently

bowed synclinal and probably a second narrower one.

Of the

second one only one side has been proven by mining operations,
hence the uncertainty.

These two folds, if two there are,

extend two and one half miles southward to the granite border-
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ing the iron district.
To the north of this central
three main synclinal basins,

is

shon by illustration

certainly

with possible minor flexures,

which occupy about two miles in
ary of the district.

sharp fold there ar,

width and extend to the bound

The gentle bowing of one of these
No.

9.

here beginning at the top are

folds

The sequence of the strata
quartzite,

conglomerate

grading to hard ore and at the bottom specular jasper.
East of the central upheaval of diorite the formation has
not been so fully explored by mining operations.

Only at the

extreme south are the overlying and hard ore formations found,
and here they are found in

close proximity to the un'derlying

soft ore formation.
From north to south two synclinal basins have been shown
and three separate monoclinal dips which may represent two or
three

separate synclinal folds.

This general ' escription of the structure of the region
has not considered the smaller dikes which can be better
treated in

connection with the discussion of the ore bodies.

Ore Deposits.--While the relation existing between the erup
tives and the folding of the iron formation is exceedingly
close,

yet the ore-bo-ies themselves have a dependence upon

the eruptives even closer and more vital

still.

The un -erly

ing principle which has been shown to govern the relations
between the eruptives and the ore bodies of the comparatively
undisturbed Gogebic range prevails here also, although greatly
modified in its application by the complicated disturbances
of the listrict.
The ore deposits of the district may be divided into the
f ollowing classes:
1st.

Those deposits of hard ore lying wholly within the

overlying formation.
2nd.

Those hard o-e deposits lying- at the contact of the

overlying formation and the iron bearing formation.
3rd.

Those bard ore deposits resting

upon soap rock,

either narrow dikes ot soaprock trading into massive diorite.
4th.

Deposits of soft ore lying in

5th,

Soft ore deposits in

contact

grading into diorite or into dikes,

troughs of diorite.
w.ith paint rockeither

interbedded or cutting

across the iron bewring formation.
6th.

Deposits entirely surrounded by jasper or ferruginous

ehert.
lst Class.
this
in

class.

There are two kinds of deposits belonging in
The fi-st

kind are not extensive but are *pocket*?

characer and are entirely surrounded by the chloritic

schist and fine-grained

conglomerate of the overlying forma

They have so far as

tion.

observed no connection with other

bodies of ore although they have d' course been found in close
proximity to deposits of the second class.
deposits is mostly green ore.
deposits is

The ore of these

The ore in the middle of the

better than the outer portions,

for here the

chloritic material increases until the ore grades into a
ferruginous chloritic schist of the upper formation.
The second kind of deposit belonging to this class has
better ore than the other but it
In

is

never of a very high grad%

two cases at least Jhe upper portion of the basal conglom

erate of the Upper Huronian has becane
ore is
ite,
in

in

the ore horizon.

immediate contact above with clean vitreous quartz

while immediately below the ore is
iron and usually coarser grained.

ore is

The

In

conglomerate poorer
these two cases the

followed by following the quartzite and at times

coarser,

poorer,

conglomerate unfit for mining makes next to

the quartzite.
.

Those hard ores lying at the contact of the

overlying formation with the iron bearing formation.
really the home of the hard ore.

This is

All hard ore deposits are

closely connected with this contact plane.

The ore deposits

class do not always occur either entirely in

of this

Huronian on in
each,

the Upper Puronian,

th- Lower

but usually a portion in

a part above and a part below the contact horizon.

Above the contact the ore is

either a rich conglomerate,

*gray ore* or *green ore* sometimes grading into the upper
formation and again sharply divided from it.

Below the con

tact occurs the slate and graiular ore which makes irmegularly
into the

jasper,

rated by a joint

sometimes grading into it,

and often sepa

crack and sometimes including great bunches
The ore sometimes makes off

of jasper within the ore itself.

shoots into the jasper but soon dies out after
contact plane which is

leaving

h e

the permanent horizon to which the ore

conforms more or less closely.

The ore-bodies make largest

in flexures or troughs of the formation.

Pictures Nos. 5 and

9 show the typical occurrences.
3rd Class.

Deposits of hard ore which rest upon soap-rock,

either narrow dikes or soaprock grading into massive diorite.
The distinction between the narrow dikes of soapstone
seapstone grading into diorite is

and

more apparent than real,

r
since the large bluffs of diorite are but overgrown dikes afte
all.

The deposits of this class occur only wheve th dkes or

bluffs come in

contact with the Upper Huronian formation.

Pictures Nos. 5 and 10 show the occurrences.

In No. 5 the

rock at the extreme left is the side of the diorite bluff and
in picture No. 10 the central

elevation represents a O ke

of soapstone which has been left standing by the mining opera
tions on both sides of it.

In

these deposits the soapstone

act simply as an impervious barrier to direct the course of
the water channels by means of which the ore bodies have been
fonned.
4th Class.
rite.

Deposits of soft ore lying in

troughs of dio

This kind of deposit has been incidentally described

in

describing the eastern end of the ore formation under Lake

Angeline.

The diorite next the are bodies is,

oughly impregnated with iron ore,

soft and thor

the socalled paintrock.

It

grades slowly however into the solid crystalline diorite.
5th Class.

Deposits of soft ore in

either grading into diorite or in

contact with paintrock

dikes,

ting across the iron bearing formation.
trates

interbedded or cut
Picture No.

7 illus

the typical occurrence of the great number of soft ore

deposits.

At the right in the immediate foreground is the

side of a great diorite bluff which diminishes suddenly to a
mere narrow dike of soapstone in
is
ton

sunk.

The larpe open pit

the side of the diorite.

which the shaft it

the right

represents a body of ore resting
This contact carries several
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bodies of ore west of this open pit.

At the left of this

open pit is seen a typical dike of paint rock extending abowe
the opening in the side of the open pit.

The occurrence of

this smaller opening in connection with the paint rock dike
illustrates the relations existing
and ore bodies.

between paint rock dikes

The underground workings of the shaft at the

left of the picture show that this dike or dikes precisely
similar to it

carries large bodies of in the manner indicated

by the small opening in

the side of the open pit.

The further

eminences of the picture are diorite bluffs, the valley
tween them being soft ore formation.

be

The underground workings

show a system of vertical dikes apparently connecting these
two diorite bluffs with the one to the immediate right of the
picture,

Along these dikes the ore occurs as shown in the
sketch.

Practically

all deposits of soft ore
-

are intimately connected
with either diorite
bluffs or these paint
rock dikes.

Those of

on.0

c. Those on vertical dikes.
The fi-st kind are precisely similar to those drposits of
hard ore lying on diorite bluffs except that in this case the
1iorite bluff is entirely included within the soft ore fonna
tion.
In the second class the interbedded dike is usually an off
shoot locally from sone larger vertical dike.

This interbed

dld dike directs the c-ourse of the percolating waters in the
same way as a diorite bluff and hence carries a similar ore
body.
As to the third division.

The great majority of the erup

tive dikes of the region stand vertically even the detached
bluffs being no exception to the rule.

In one case a verti

cal dike arises fran the sloping flank of a portion of the
central diorite body.

Numerous ore bodies occur in contact

with these dikes and in definite relations to them.

In the

case of a single dike with a dipping formation the ore-body
always occurs in the trough formed

S"

by the dike with the formation, and
never on the opposite side of the
dike.

In the case mentioned of the

vertical dike rising from the sloping

Idiorite,

both the diorite and the

dike carried ore-bodies wich united at the junction of the
two and fonned one large body.

In this case th? cause of the

dike made an acute angle with the course of the diorite and t
the united ore-body had in consequence a somewhat steep pitch
to the west.
A common occurrence is a parallel series of these narrow
vertical dikes upon some of which ore-bodies are pretty apt to
lie.

If

the dikes are close enough together, the ore may

extend from one dike to aiother giving the appearance of an
ore-body cut by many dikes.

The foot wall side of the dikes

however are the ore-carrying sides even in these cases.

The

ore-bodies are not always co-extensive on the opposite sides
of the dike as would be the cr se if the dikes were subsequent
to the formation of the ore-bodies, but the upper portion of
the ore-body on the foot-wall sides of the dikes is usually
opposed by soft ore jasper on the other xx sides of the dikes.
These ore-bodies in z general follow the dip of the formation.
They occasionally follow a stratum for some distance only to
."ssof the strata, until
they again approach a
dike.

The subjoined

ketch gives an idea
of the occurrence.

6th Class.

Deposits entirely surrounded by

chert or soft ore jasper.
is

known in

No extended deposit of this kind
Occasionally small isolated poek

district.

this

ferruginous

the ferruginous chert which are somewhat

ets are found in

perhaps even rich enough to

richer than their surroundings,
be mined for a low grade ore.

They are very few however and
A more extensive occurrence

are of no practical importance.
for a long time considered of this

nature is

worthy a notice.

In one of the mines occurs an irregular chute of ore of about
3000 square feet

in cross-section horizontally.

This chute

extended from near surface to a vertical depth of over 600
feet

the ferriginous chert.

entirely in

For a time it

would

follow a stratum of the formation with the dip and perpendi
cularly to the strike.
the strata

Then it

would perhaps break across

and make either eastward or westward of its

vious course for a considerable distance when it
follow a stratum.
the formation,

pre

would again

Its course was th-s very devious through

following no uniform direction.

The shape of

its cross section was as changeable as its course,sometimes
nearly square,
cular.

sonetimes oblong,

Taken together it

and sometimes roughly lenti

had roughly followed the dip of the

formation 450 to a depth vertically of more than 600 feet.

But at this depth a very small dike of vertical paint rock
was encountere'd and the ore body

has become a vertical depos

it in contact with a paint rock dike.

The dike itself has

considerably increased in width in the 200 feet since it was
fi'st

encountered,
Conclusion.--In

but still

retains its

vertical direction.

conclusion the most patent facts shown by

the study of the structural relations of the region are the
following,
1st.

viz:

That the eruptin

ofethe diorite was subsequent to

the principal folding of the formation.
2nd.

That since the eriqttion of the diorite there has been

no particular disturbance of the region.
3rd.

That the ore-bodies have been formed subsequently

to the eruptives and depend very largely for their occurrence
vpon the eruptives.
4th.

That the general westward pitch of the ore-bodies

is due to the westward tilt kven to the formation by the up
heaval of the central mass of diorite.
5th.

That the formation of magnetite is

with the hard ore horizon,

closel/onnected

and that perhaps the stUay

of the origin of the magnetite will discover the causal dif-
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My dear professor Daniells:o
I have examined Mr James R. Thompson's
thesis herewith submitted and recommend that he be granted the De
gree of Master of Science.
Mr Thomnip's work on the structural geology about Ishpeming
and Negaunee,

Michigan,

dre deposits is

very 4

and upon the structural relations of the
indeed.

If

all the other require

ments had been fulfilled the thesis is of such excellence that it
would be aceeptable

with an application for the degree Doctor of

Philosophy.
Very sincerely yours,

Prof. W. W. Daniells,
Madison, Wis.
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